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Abstract 
 

The aim of this pilot study was to evaluate the use of HR-MAS NMR spectroscopy in qualitative 

and quantitative analysis of the pituitary content from healthy farmed fish. Global aquaculture 

has grown continuously and rapidly the last decades, and accounts for nearly 50 percent of food 

fish worldwide. The pituitary gland in teleosts produces hormones which regulate sexual 

maturation. Growth and age at sexual maturity are traits influencing the quality of the salmon 

and are important breeding goals for continued economic growth in the industry. Achieving an 

overview of the hormone activity throughout the life cycle of salmon is a requirement to delay 

maturation by hormone regulation, and thus the quality.  

 

The study composes of 6 female and 6 male pituitary gland samples obtained from matured 

farmed salmon with different backgrounds. The samples was given by the Institute of Marine 

Research (HI) from the Matre Research Department. The thesis features 1H 1D HR-MAS NMR 

experiments with applied T2 filter, in addition to H,H-COSY NMR experiments, both acquired 

with presaturation of water. All the experiments were performed at 277 K with spinning rates 

of 4000 Hz. All the samples weighed less than 0,08 g and more than 90 % of the proton signals 

came from water. 

 

The study lead to some main findings. A triplet at 0,9 ppm is assumed to originate from a methyl 

group, presumably from the amino acids Ile, Leu and Val. Two doublets at 1,13 and 1,27 ppm 

are also considered due to the presence of methyl groups, but in Val, Ala and Thr. Further are 

Lys and Cys assumed present in the samples proven by signals and couplings in the 1H NMR 

spectra. However, the triplet is only observed in three of the samples, and the lack of the methyl 

signal in all other spectra could be due to low concentrations of the hormones making it difficult 

to detect. A high intensity singlet at 2,0 ppm was also found in six of the spectra, and is assumed 

to be a contamination of the brain metabolite NAA. 

 

The attempt to distinguish hormones from each other in healthy salmon pituitaries using HR-

MAS NMR was challenging. However, the results from this pilot can be used to design a study 

where all the salmons are comparable considering maturity, breeding conditions and genetic 

background. In addition, the samples should be collected from the fish at another time in their 

life cycle with higher hormone activity.  
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P  Angular moment 
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ℎ  Planck´s constant (6,6256*10-34 Js) 

  magnetic moment 
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m  Magnetic quantum number 
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  Low energy state (m= +1/2) 

  High energy state (m= -1/2) 
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E  Energy difference between two energy states 

𝑁𝛼  Spin population in the lower energy level  

𝑁𝛽  Spin population in the upper energy level 

k  Boltzmann´s constant ( 1,38*10-23 JK-1) 

T  Temperature (Kelvin) 

  Larmor frequency 

  Flip angle 

M0  Magnetization vector 

B1  Applied electromagnetic pulse 

𝜏𝑝  pulse duration 

T1  Longitudinal relaxation 

T2  Transverse relaxation 

p1  Pulse length 

p2  Pulse length 

d1  Delay time 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Global aquaculture has grown continuously and rapidly the last decades, and today it 

accounts for nearly 50 percent of food fish worldwide.1 It is fast becoming one of the most 

important sources of food production in the world. The early 70´s was the beginning of the 

industrial fairy tale that is Norwegian aquaculture which according to Statistics Norway 

(SSB) produced more than 1,2 tonnes of salmon in 2017. With rapid growth and production, 

the aquaculture sector faces challenges which is necessary to comprehend when it is the key 

to feeding humans in the future. One important challenge is fulfilling the consumer´s 

requests as the production is of economic importance. The demand of higher quality of 

farmed fish is increasing, and quality traits are now included in large-scale breeding 

productions.2 

 

Growth, age at sexual maturity, improved resistance to disease and other traits influencing 

the quality of the salmon are important breeding goals for continued economic growth in 

the industry.3 Early sexual maturity is a problem in many farmed fish species, including 

salmon.4 The maturation affects the growth performance, flesh composition, behaviour, 

health, welfare and external appearance. Controlling the age and growth of fish is not 

possible to do without knowing the exact mechanisms triggering puberty of a given species 

in addition to the external and internal factors.5 Puberty onset in teleosts (bony fish) is 

activated by the brain-pituitary-gonad-axis (BPG-axis), and is linked to genetic factors, as 

well as nutritional status and body growth rate.6  

 

The pituitary gland in teleosts produces gonadotropic hormones (GTH) which regulate 

sexual maturation. The GTH´s are the follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and the 

luteinizing hormone (LH) which targets the ovaries. In addition there are other important 

hormones present in the pituitary which are important in controlling the maturation, for 

example the growth hormone (GH) and the adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). 

Optimally there would be a method to detect and determine the amount of hormones in a 
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pituitary. Quantitative information about the hormones in the fish pituitary at different 

stages of the fish´s life cycle is essential to observe trends in the hormone activity, especially 

during maturation, thus making it possible to delay maturation of farmed fish by 

manipulating the pituitary hormone activity. NMR technology is useful in this aspect as it 

is a completely non-invasive, not very time consuming method, which can yield both 

qualitative and quantitative information of the observed material.  

 

1.2 Previous work 

 

1.2.1 Pituitary 

 

The interest in the pituitary gland of teleosts was significantly increased when Pickford and 

Atz published their work The Physiology of the Pituitary Gland of fishes in 1957.7 Since 

then a number of reviews about the morphology, function and control of pituitary cells have 

appeared. A great deal of the earlier works published are regarding the structure of the 

pituitary and the physiology of these cells. An overview of the cells and their structure 

present in the teleost pituitary in addition to their location are accomplished by many 

histochemical 8-10 and in situ hybridization studies.6, 11 Later investigations involve how the 

teleost pituitary cells behave by electrophysiological techniques.12-14 To my knowledge 

these investigations does not yield detailed quantitative information about the chemical 

composition of the different parts of the teleost pituitary apart from morphometric studies.15, 

16 Morphometric studies are quantitative analysis based on form with high standard 

deviations. The challenge with endocrine screenings are the need to identify thousands of 

chemicals.  

 

1.2.2 Biological NMR applications 

 
Application of NMR in the field of biological materials began in 1957 with studies on 

simple amino acids which helped initiate studies of proteins.17 Some years later research 

which gave rise to the area of metabolic investigations was published.18, 19 The high-

resolution magic-angle spinning (HR-MAS) NMR method was developed in the late 1990´s 

and made it possible for non-invasive analysis of biological material 20. NMR spectroscopy 

has since developed to become a powerful tool for analyzing structure, dynamics, and 

interactions of biological molecules.  
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NMR spectroscopy has been used in many different studies of fish since the method was 

developed. Analysis of fat and oil in addition to metabolites using HR-MAS 21, 22, and tumor 

and tissue analysis using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)23 are some of the NMR 

studies performed on fish. Generating good 1D spectra from fish tissue using HR-MAS 

NMR has been achieved in many studies, and are often used for quantitative in addition to 

qualitative analysis. The compounds under investigation in these studies are usually oils, 

fat and metabolites, and the interpretation is generally manageable.21, 22, 24-26 In addition to 

regular 1D spectra, good resolved 2D COSY spectrum can be achieved of biological 

material in the solid state, with water supression.22, 27, 28  

 

There is a lot of research on pituitaries using NMR spectroscopy, both from extracts of the 

organ and directly on the organ in solid state. Most of the research in solid state is based on 

MRI and are metabolite studies of cancer tumors in the pituitary organ.29-33 

 
 

1.3 Objective  
 

The aim of this work is to evaluate the use of HR-MAS NMR spectroscopy in qualitative 

and quantitative analysis of the pituitary content from healthy farmed fish. This was given 

as a pilot project. To identify the amino acids and thus hormones present in a healthy 

pituitary gland a reliable HR-MAS NMR technique needs to be developed. With this aim 

both 13C and 1H NMR analysis are performed on the pituitary samples, although the 

fundament of the work are the 1H 1D HR-MAS NMR experiments. H,H-COSY NMR 

experiments are acquired for additional information to support the discoveries in the 1D 

experiments. To my knowledge this is the first attempt in obtaining qualitative and 

quantitative information of healthy fish pituitaries. 
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2. Theory 

 

2.1 NMR spectroscopy 

 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a method used to study biological, 

physical and chemical properties of complex molecules. In chemistry it is mostly used to 

determine the static and dynamic properties of a molecule. The first experiment by use of 

NMR spectroscopy were made by F. Block and E. M. Purcell who in 1946 successfully 

demonstrated NMR of condensed matter.34, 35 It is thus a relative new technique under 

constant development.  

 

2.1.1 The NMR phenomenon 

 

NMR is a phenomenon which occurs when a nucleus is exposed to a static magnetic field 

(B0). The nucleus is subsequently subjected to a second oscillating magnetic field to be 

excited. The phenomenon is present in atoms where the nucleus possesses spin property. 

Spin is a fundamental property of protons, electrons and neutrons. The spin of a nucleus 

yields an angular moment, and is defined in quantum mechanics by the following equation.  

 

𝑃 =  √𝐼(𝐼 + 1)ℏ       Eq. 2.1 

 

Where I is the spin quantum number with possible values of I=0, ½, 1, 3/2, 2.. up to six and 

ℏ = ℎ/2 where h is Planck´s constant (6,6256*10-34Js) 36. The angular moment P is 

associated with the magnetic moment . The vector quantities are proportional to each other 

and are shown as: 

 

𝜇 = 𝛾𝑃                Eq. 2.2 

  

Where  is the gyromagnetic ratio which is a constant for each nuclide. Nuclei with low 

gyromagnetic ratio are said to be NMR insensitive and nuclei with large gyromagnetic 
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values are sensitive. By combining equation 2.1 and 2.2 the following expression of the 

magnetic moment  is obtained: 

 

𝜇 = 𝛾√𝐼(𝐼 + 1)ℏ                       Eq. 2.3 

 

Nuclides with spin I= 0 do not possess a magnetic moment and are therefore not observed 

in NMR spectroscopy. If a nucleus with angular moment P and magnetic moment  is 

exposed to a static magnetic field B0 the angular moment is oriented along the field in the 

same or opposite direction (z-direction). The z-component of the angular moment is 

oriented as follows: 

 

 𝑃𝑧 = 𝑚ℏ       Eq. 2.4 

 

Where m is the magnetic quantum number with values m= I, I-1,…-I. By combining 

equation 2.2 and 2.4 the components of the magnetic moment along the field direction z, 

are obtained. 

 

𝜇𝑧 = 𝑚𝛾ℏ       Eq. 2.5 

 

Totally there are (2I+1) different values of m, which yields possible orientations for the 

angular and the magnetic moment.  

 

 

2.1.2 Zeeman energy levels and population 

 

Protons and 13C nuclei possess spin I=1/2, giving m=±1/2 when exposed to a magnetic 

field. The energy of the magnetic dipole in a magnetic field B0 is: 

 

𝐸 =  −𝜇𝑧𝐵0     Eq. 2.6 

 

By combining equation 2.5 and 2.6 the following expression of the energy state for a 

nucleus with 2I-1 possible orientations are obtained (equation 2.7).  
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𝐸 =  −𝑚𝛾ℏ𝐵0     Eq. 2.7 

 

The energy states are called the Zeeman energy levels. The alpha () spin is parallel, and 

the beta () spin is antiparallel to the static magnetic field B0 as illustrated in figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the interaction between a nucleus with spin I=1/2 and the 

external magnetic field B0 leading to splitting of the energy. The splitting is proportional 

with the magnetic field. The figure is made with small adjustments from mriquestions.com 

27.02.2019. 

 

The energy difference between the energy levels of a proton (m=1/2) is expressed in 

equation 2.8. Equation 2.8 and figure 2.1 clearly shows that the energy difference 

increases as the external magnetic field increases. 

 

∆𝐸 = 𝛾ℏ𝐵0      Eq. 2.8 

 

The energy difference E is proportional to the population difference between the two 

Zeeman levels 37. The nuclei are distributed between the available energy levels according 

to the Boltzmann distribution (eq.2.9) 

 

𝑁𝛽

𝑁𝛼
= 𝑒−

∆𝐸

𝑘𝑇       Eq. 2.9 

 

m 

m 
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Where k is the Boltzmann´s constant (1,38*10-23JK-1) , T is the absolute temperature in 

Kelvin and kT expresses the thermal energy acquired to reorient the spins. N represents 

the spin population in the upper energy level and N is the spin population in the lower 

level. For all nuclei the energy difference E will be much smaller compared to the thermic 

conditions kT which yields a small population difference in the energy levels. The 

absorption of energy, and hence the intensity of the spectroscopic transition is dependent of 

the population difference. NMR is therefore a relatively insensitive technique, and thus it is 

crucial to optimize signal strengths by for example using high magnetic field strengths B0.  

 

2.1.3 Pulse NMR 

 

The dipole of the nuclei precesses about the z-axis with frequency  proportional to the static 

magnetic field B0 where  is the Larmor frequency (eq.2.10). Nuclei can only absorb and 

emit energy that matches the Larmor frequency of the nucleus in the magnetic field 36. 

 

 

𝜔 =
𝛾

2𝜋
𝐵0       Eq.2.10 

 

One type of nuclei are excited in the sample by an electromagnetic radiofrequency (RF) 

pulse. The pulse is applied to the sample during a certain amount of time, p, to induce NMR 

transitions between the energy levels and thus bring the magnetization along the z-direction 

(M0) out of equilibrium 34. The weaker electromagnetic RF pulse B1 oscillating with the 

Larmor frequency  is applied perpendicular to the strong constant static magnetic field B0 

in the x´-direction. The x´ and y´ denotation indicates that the scheme is in a rotating 

coordinate system where the x- and y-axis rotate with the Larmor frequency. The angle 

between the z-direction and the induced magnetization after application of the RF pulse is 

called the flip angle and is expressed as follows 36: 

 

 

𝜃 = 𝛾𝐵1𝜏𝑝      Eq. 2.11 

 

 is the flip angle which is typically set to 90 or 180. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the RF 

pulse influences the magnetization depending on the different flip angles. When the flip 
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angle is set to 90x´ the longitudinal magnetization (Mz) is flipped down and converted to 

transverse magnetization (Mxy). When the flip angle is 180x´ the net magnetization ends 

up in the negative z-direction (-M0). The receiver coil which detects the signals is fixed in 

the xy-plane, thus the magnetization has to exist in the xy-plane to yield signal. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Illustration of how a 90 and a 180 pulse affect the net magnetization in a 

rotating coordinate system. a) Before the pulse is added to the system and the net 

magnetization is due to the static magnetic field in the z-direction b) After application of a 

90x´ pulse and the magnetization is flipped into the y´-direction c) After application of a 

180x´ pulse and the magnetization is flipped into the negative z-direction. The figure is 

drawn based on an illustration from Friebolin page 11. 36. 

 

2.1.4  Relaxation 

 

As shown in figure 2.2, the magnetization along the z-axis is flipped out of equilibrium 

when exposed to the RF pulse. When the pulse is turned off the magnetization reverts to its 

equilibrium state. How the nuclei release energy and the spin system rotates back to its 

original state is called relaxation. There are two relaxation processes; the longitudinal or 

spin-lattice relaxation (T1) and the transverse or spin-spin relaxation (T2) 36.  

 

 

 

z
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2.1.4.1 Longitudinal relaxation  (T1) 

 

In its equilibrium state the magnetization in the z-direction is noted M0. The longitudinal 

relaxation describes how the Mz magnetization changes from zero to M0 after the RF pulse 

is turned off. T1 relaxation occurs due to how the nuclei release the absorbed pulsed energy 

to the surroundings and it can be described as the rate of change of Mz by the following 

equation 36: 

 

𝑑𝑀𝑧

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑀𝑧−𝑀0

𝑇1
      Eq. 2.12 

 

Where T1 corresponds to the rate constant of the relaxation process in the longitudinal 

direction. There are many different interactions that contribute to the longitudinal 

relaxation, but the most important one is the dipolar interactions. The dipolar interaction 

occurs when a nucleus with magnetic moment interacts with other magnetic nuclei through 

space. 

 

2.1.4.2 Transverse relaxation (T2) 

 

The transverse relaxation describes how the induced signal in the xy-plane changes when 

the RF pulse is turned off. The transverse magnetization Mxy, approaches zero as the 

systems reverts to equilibrium. This relaxation effect is noted T2 relaxation. The rate 

constant T2 for the exponential decay in the xy-plane is defined by the following equations 

34: 

 

𝑑𝑀𝑥´

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑀𝑥´

𝑇2
 ,  

𝑑𝑀𝑦´

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑀𝑦´

𝑇2
    Eq. 2.13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This yields: 
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𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡)

𝑀0
= 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝑇2      Eq. 2.14 

 

The Mxy magnetization consists of spin in phase coherence and when the RF pulse is turned 

off the spins will gradually loose phase coherence and fan out in the xy-plane. This 

relaxation effect is due to the nuclei experiencing slightly different magnetic fields caused 

by inhomogeneities in the magnetic field B0 and is noted T2´. The sum of the two transverse 

relaxation effects T2 and T2´ is the apparent relaxation T2*. T2 can never be longer than T1 

because it is a necessity that the transverse magnetization fully decays for the longitudinal 

magnetization to reach its equilibrium state. Thus T2 is often shorter than T1 36. 

 

𝑇2 ≤ 𝑇1       Eq. 2.15 

 

 

2.1.5 Chemical shift and spin-spin coupling 

 

The NMR spectra yield the chemical shift and peak intensity of a nuclei in a magnetic field. 

The chemical shift is expressed in parts per million (ppm) by frequency 36. The factor 

influencing the chemical shift of a nuclei is the total magnetic field. The experienced 

magnetic field of a nuclei varies with chemical environments. The nuclei are always 

surrounded by electrons and other atoms which produce an induced field opposed to the 

applied field. The nuclei experience a shielding. Chemically non-equivalent nuclei are 

shielded to different extents and give separate resonance signals in the spectrum 36.  

 

In addition to the chemical shifts, the nuclei yield different shapes in the NMR spectrum 

depending on the environment. In a molecule the neighboring magnetic dipoles interact 

with each other, called spin-spin coupling. This coupling affects the magnetic field at the 

position of the nuclei, and alters the resonance frequencies 36. The indirect spin-spin 

coupling (J-coupling) is the effect through chemical bonds and applies to nuclei up to three 

bond lengths apart. 
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2.1.6 Solid State NMR 

 

NMR spectroscopy is one of the most versatile analytical methods used to study biological, 

physical and chemical properties of matter, solution or gas. By detecting the different 

magnetic interactions between the nuclei it is possible to obtain valuable structural and 

dynamic information about the sample. The isotropic or anisotropic interactions between 

the nuclei contributes to the NMR spectra, and some interactions are more dominating.  

 

In solution there is random and rapid movement of molecules which leads to isotropic 

properties and yields a NMR spectrum with sharp absorptions and high resolution. In solid 

state NMR the spectra are dominated by anisotropic (e.g. orientation dependent) 

interactions, especially dipolar and/or quadrupolar interactions, which leads to broad 

featureless absorptions 38.  

 

2.1.6.1 Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) 

 

To yield high resolution spectrum in solid state NMR the anisotropic interactions need to 

be partly or fully eliminated. This is solved by a technique called Magic Angle Spinning 

(MAS). The technique involve adding artificial molecular motion to the system, Thus, 

averaging the dipolar or quadrupolar interactions to zero and the chemical shift and spin-

spin interactions to their isotropic values. The artificial motion is added by adjusting the 

sample in 54.74 to the static magnetic field B0 and spinning the sample as illustrated in 

figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a spinning sample related to the magnetic field B0 

with the angle set at = 54.74: The Magic Angle. The figure is drawn with adjustments 

from figure in Penzel. 39. 

 

The angle where the mathematical expression (eq.2.16) of dipolar and quadrupolar 

interaction equals to zero is 54,74, the Magic Angle 37. For the interactions to be fully 

averaged to zero or their isotropic values, the sample has to spin with a rate equal or higher 

than the line width of the anisotropic interactions (can be several kHz). When these 

requirements are met the spectrum yields sharp signals with high resolution, and are 

possible to interpret. Thus, the expression Magic Angle Spinning originates from the angle 

between the sample and the static magnetic field, and the spinning of the sample.  

 

(3𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 − 1)      Eq. 2.16 
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2.2 Salmon and endocrinology 

 

2.2.1 Atlantic Salmon 

 

There is only one species of salmon in the Atlantic Ocean called the Atlantic salmon (Salmo 

salar, L). The Atlantic Salmon is an anadromous species which means it spawns in 

freshwater streams, and thereafter returns to the sea. It takes up to five years for a salmon 

to mature, one to three years in freshwater and one to two years in seawater. By using the 

earth´s magnetic field the species is able to locate the river of origin to spawn throughout 

their lifetime. Currently, the farmed Atlantic Salmon is one of the most important farmed 

fish along the coasts in the North Atlantic Ocean and plays an important role in providing 

food. 

 

2.2.2 Fish and aquaculture 

 

Fish consists mainly of protein and are valuable as a food resource because of the high food 

conversion value (FCV). FCV is the amount of food it takes to produce a unit weight of the 

product 40. In addition there is a high value of marine omega-3 in Atlantic salmon which 

benefits health. Because of the high FCV, high omega-3 content and the capabilities to 

produce farmed fish , the aquaculture is developing to feed an increased population that is 

exposed to overfishing and climate change. 

 

Early sexual maturity is a problem in many farmed fish species, including the different  

salmon species 4. The maturation affects the growth performance, flesh composition, 

behaviour, health, welfare and external appearance 41. Different measurements have to be 

taken to achieve the customers quality demands and control the fish puberty. Sexual 

maturation in fish can be delayed in various ways, but the most common way is to expose 

the fish to continuous light affecting the perception of season 5. Another way to control the 

maturation is to control the hormone production. 
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2.2.3 Pituitary 

 

The pituitary in teleost fish (bony fish) is an endocrine gland that produces hormones in 

addition to control activity of three other endocrine glands. The pituitary is an advanced 

organ and in addition to hormones it contains tissue, fat and receptors (table 2.1) 42. The 

amount of the individual hormones present in the pituitary varies with different conditions: 

Life cycle, salt concentrations, stress and light accessibility. The hormones are not evenly 

portioned throughout the pituitary, they exist as aggregates in the different parts of the 

endocrine gland. 

 

Gonadotropic hormones (GTH) are produced in the pituitary, and teleost fish have to types 

of GTH: the follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) produced during the entire germ cell 

development, and the luteinizing hormone (LH) produced later in the germ cell 

development 43. Testis and ovaries are the main target for the gonadotropic hormones and 

leads to release of sex hormones (testosterone and oestrogen) and thus maturation. In 

addition other hormones control factors that triggers the BPG-axis in teleost fish, thus there 

are several hormones of importance to the sexual maturation present in the pituitary.  

 

Table 2.1 The table shows the different elements present in the pituitary gland of teleost fish 

and their target system. 

Hormone Target 

Luteinizing hormone (LH) Gonad (testes and ovaries) (GTH) 

Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) Gonad (testes and ovaries) (GTH) 

Growth hormone (GH) Growth 

Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) Stimulates metabolism 

Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) Stress (adrenalin) 

Prolactin (PRL) Osmoregulation 

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) GTH´s 

Melanin Concentration Hormone (MCH) Skin pigmentation 

Melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH) MCH 

Somatolactin hormone (SL) Growth  

Receptors (protein) Hormones 

Fat - 
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Tissue - 

Lipids Membranes 

 

 

2.2.4 Hormones 

 

The hormones investigated in this study are control factors that triggers the BPG-axis and 

the gonadotropic hormones that triggers maturation in teleost fish. Hormones have diverse 

chemical structures, they can consist of amino acid residues in long chains, or steroids with 

a four ring core with attached side groups or as glycoproteins. The hormones of interest 

consist mainly of the common 20 amino acid residues (appendix 1), but TSH, LH and FSH 

are glycoproteins. Glycoprotein hormones are proteins which contain oligosaccharide 

chains attached to the amino acid chain, they are complex and have high molecular mass. 

Figure 2.4. shows the general structure of an amino acid with varying side chain (R). 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The general structure of all amino acids. The R-group represents the side chain 

which separates the amino acids from each other. The illustration is based on 

wikibooks.com 12.03.2019. 

 

The amino acids are attached by peptide bonds, creating a long chain with varying side 

groups (figure 2.5). The chain folds in a specific conformation dependent on the peptide 

back-bone restriction and the interaction between the side groups of the amino acids. The 

hormones of interest in salmon are TSH, LH, FSH, GH and ACTH among others and they 

consist of a variety of amino acids (appendix 2). In comparison GH consists of 210 amino 

acids, and ACTH consist of 39 amino acids. All the 20 common amino acids are represented 

in almost all of the hormones investigated. The amino acid with the highest abundancy in 

the pituitary is Leucine (Leu) 44-52 (figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.5: The  formation of a peptide bond (red) between two amino acid residues. The 

illustration is based on Wikipedia.org 12.03.2019 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: The molecular structure of the amino acid Leucine (Leu). The illustration is 

taken from wikibooks.com 12.03.2019. 

 

The chemical shifts of the different amino acids are taken from the Biological Magnetic 

Resonance Data Bank (BMRB) and the Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) which are 

obtained under the same conditions (298 K and 7,4 pH). 
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3. Methods  

 

3.1 Experimental materials and samples 

 

The samples used for the 1H MAS NMR analysis are all from the pituitary gland collected 

from farmed salmon (Salmo salar, L.). The Institute of Marine Research (HI) contributed 

with farmed salmon from the Matre Research Department in western Norway. Both male 

and female mature salmon are investigated in this study (12 samples). The extractions of 

the samples were completed by the researchers at Matre. Samples 1-6 were extracted the 

17th of December 2017, and samples 7-12 were extracted the 5th of December 2018. The 

two different batches were bred at different conditions, but the maturation status is 

comparable. The first sample has been investigated frequently in initial experiments and is 

thus treated differently than the other samples. During three months, the first sample was 

thawed and prepared for initial experiments and then frozen to -80°C. This procedure was 

done repeatedly. Thus, sample number 1 is not regarded in the final study. The pituitary in 

teleost fish and its location in the brain is illustrated in figure 3.1. 

 

The samples were stored at -80°C after the extraction and transported to the laboratory at 

the Chemical department at The University of Bergen. The samples did not thaw during 

transportation and was kept at -80°C in the laboratory until preparation for running NMR 

experiments. Samples 1-6 were stored at -50°C for six months and at -80°C before sample 

preparation. Different storing conditions of the samples were due to a broken freezer at the 

Chemical Department. The samples were kept at low temperatures to avoid the pituitaries 

to oxidise and decompose. Extraction and preparation was identical for all the samples. 
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Figure 3.1: Location and description of the brain compartments of teleost fish including the 

pituitary gland. 53. 

 

Information about gender, maturity and length of the fish are presented in table 3.1 The 

weight of the pituitary samples are listed in table 3.2, and are used for quantitative analysis 

of hormones in salmon pituitaries by NMR. 

 

Table 3.1: The table shows an overview of the gender, length and maturity of the fish used 

in the study. The length of the individuals are measured in centimetres. The males are noted 

with M, while F is the notation of the female fish. 

 

Sample Length [cm] Gender Maturity 

1 105 M x 

2 106 M x 

3 109 M x 

4 97 F x 

5 88 F x 

6 91 F x 

7 88 F x 

8 79 F x 

9 72 F x 

10 74 M x 

11 63 M x 

12 91 M x 
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Table 3.2: The weight of the pituitary samples used for quantitative analysis. The weight is 

measured in grams. 

 

Sample Weight [g] 

1 0,03822 

2 0,07830 

3 0,07381 

4 0,07415 

5 0,06132 

6 0,05926 

7 0,06536 

8 0,06064 

9 0,04564 

10 0,04296 

11 0,02487 

12 0,06112 

 

 

3.2 Sample preparation 

 

The method used in this project is solid state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

(NMR). The experiments were performed with a Bruker AVIII 500 MHz WB NMR/MRI 

instrument at the Department of Chemistry, University of Bergen.  

 

It is desirable to keep as much of the pituitary intact during sample preparation to get proper 

results. The samples were therefore kept frozen during the sample preparation to prevent 

degradation. In addition the samples were inserted in the test tubes under argon atmosphere 

to avoid oxidation. Figure 3.2 shows a picture of pituitary sample preparation for NMR 

experiments. 
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Figure 3.2: A) A small pituitary from a mature male salmon (sample number 10). The two 

main sections of the pituitary are visible. Area 1 shows the neurohypophysis in light red 

and area 2 the adenohypophysis in dark red. B) A simple illustration of a teleost pituitary 

where area 1 is the neurohypophysis and area 2 is the adenohypophysis. The illustration is 

taken from Bone page 265 54. 

 

The pituitary weight vary with the size of the investigated fish. The pituitary was sliced 

carefully with a scalpel to fit into the insert (test tube) depicted in figure 3.3.A. To fit the 

entire pituitary into the insert it has to be more compact which is solved by centrifugation 

of the sample. The insert was then packed into a rotor. The samples were packed into an 

insert and into the 50µl ZrO2 (zirconia) MAS rotors depicted in figure 3.3.B. The samples 

with volumes higher than the insert volume were inserted directly into the rotor. When the 

rotor was not sufficiently packed a removable top plug was used with the rotor depicted in 

figure 3.3.B. The top plug has a ventilation hole for easy bubble removal. The sample was 

injected into the NMR probe head. The instrument temperature was set to 277 K to prevent 

decomposition of the pituitary during the experimental time. 

 

 

 

A B 

1 

2 

1 

2   2 
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Figure 3.3: Sample tubes: A) The insert and insert cap for small samples~ 12µl. This test 

tube is inserted in the rotor for NMR analysis. B) The 50µl ZrO2 rotor with associated top 

plug (1) with ventilation hole for easy bubble removal are used with viscous samples and 

rotor cap (2) to keep the sample in place.  

 

The equipment used during sample preparation was washed with distilled water and rinsed 

thoroughly with chloroform in-between every sample. The rotor material is zirconia which 

is a homogeneous ceramic material structure that contains no 1H or 19F and is mechanically 

durable. Kel-F (polychlorotrifluoroethylene) is chemical resistant, near-zero moisture 

absorptive and a strong mechanical polymer which makes up the rotor cap.  

 

 

3.3 Experimental methods 

 

3.3.1  Field drift and calibration 

 

This thesis features 1H and 13C NMR studies performed on a Bruker AVIII magnet at 500 

MHz WB. There is a naturally occurring magnet drift in the instrumental field which can 

lead to artefacts and inaccurate chemical shifts in the resulting data. A field calibration 

before every experiment was therefore necessary to adjust the field and avoid these 

artefacts. Adamantane is a typically used compound as an external 13C standard to calibrate 

the field for solid state NMR experiments when using a probe that does not use a field 

frequency block 55. By running a few scans of adamantane with a 4000Hz spinning rate at 

room temperature (298K) the two carbon signals were easily detected, the carbon signal at 

28,6 ppm is commonly used for calibration and are illustrated in figure 3.4 56. After 

A 
 

B 
 

1 

 

2 
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calibration a double distilled water sample was recorded at the same conditions to control 

the chemical shift at 4,7 ppm 57. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: A spectrum of the two 13C chemical shifts of adamantane. The shift at 28,6 ppm 

is used for field calibration. 

 

3.3.2 13C MAS NMR experiment 

 

A 13C magic angle spinning experiment was performed using the pulse program “hpdec” 

with parameters presented in appendix 4.A.3. Based on previous quantitative and 

qualitative 13C  studies of metabolites in muscle and brain tissue this method is expected to 

provide useful information regarding hormones in salmon pituitaries 25, 58, 59. Figure 3.5 

illustrates the standard Bruker “hpdec” (high-power proton decoupling) pulse sequence 

used. Poor signal to noise ratio of the experiment states that this procedure is insufficient 

for analysing hormones in salmon pituitary, despite the 44000 number of transients in the 

experiment. The spectrum shows that the molecules in the sample are more rigid than 

expected which provides a poor signal to noise ratio. In addition, it is necessary with an 

28,6 ppm 

38,0 ppm 

Calibration peak 
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intrusive preparation and higher sample volume for the 13C nucleus to provide useful spectra 

59. No 13C experiments are further performed in this work. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 The schematic illustration of the “hpdec” pulse sequence. d1 is the delay time, 

pl12 is the power level for standard proton decoupling, tppm is the two-pulse phase-

modulated decoupling scheme and X is the nuclei detected, in this case carbon. Illustration 

taken from the Bruker Topspin 3.0 User Manual 15.04.2019.  

 

1H

X d1

pl12

TPPM

p1 
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Figure 3.6: 13C spectrum of salmon pituitary. The signal to noise ratio is poor and the 

spectrum provides insufficient data even after 44000 transients.  

 

3.3.3 Water suppression 

 

Pituitary glands contain several different molecules, and the non-invasive NMR experiment 

detects all of them. The pituitary tissue contains large volumes of water molecules and in a 

regular 1H NMR analysis the water signal would mask signals from molecules of lower 

concentrations in the pituitary. To obtain good resolved signals from the samples, the 

resonance from water has to be suppressed. 

 

A 1H NMR spectrum was recorded of the sample using the “onepulse” pulse program 

(figure 3.7) to determine the chemical shift of water at the same temperature conditions for 

all experiments. The parameters used in the experiment are listed in appendix 4.A.4.  The 

determined chemical shift of water is used for presaturation of the water resonance. A low 

power pulse applied at the water frequency during the preparation delay excites the water 

signal. Thus, there is no water signal detected during acquisition. It is recognized that 
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presaturation of the water resonance is undesirable in different protein NMR experiments, 

as it can lead to exchange of protons due to the Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and 

attenuation of signal with similar chemical shift as water 60. This work does not include 

structure elucidation making the NOE effects irrelevant. Attenuation of signal with 

chemical shift near the water signal does on the other hand occur and can affect the 

qualitative and quantitative determination. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: The illustration shows the “onepulse” pulse sequence, where d1 Is the delay 

time, the p1 is the excitation pulse length. The sequence is used to detect the water signal 

of the water samples, of the water in the pituitary samples and the water in the buffer 

sample. The illustration is taken from the Bruker Topspin 3.0 User Manual 15.04.2019. 

 

3.3.4 Quantification 

 

In addition to collecting the water signal from the samples, three double distilled water 

samples of different, but known weights are collected (table 3.3). By using the integrals of 

the peaks of the predetermined water weights, it is possible to make a calibration curve to 

estimate the area and intensity of peaks from other signals acquired with the same 

parameters. Ideally this method yields precise quantifications of the water signal in the 

experiments and the signals originating from the hormones. The water spectra are conducted 

under the conditions listed in appendix 4.A.5. with temperatures at 277K and with the 

receiver gain (rg) set to 8. 

 

 

d1

p1
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Table 3.3: An overview of the double distilled water samples and their weight in gram. 

 

Water sample Weight [g] 

W1 0,016726 

W2 0,01800 

W3 0,01609 

  

 

3.3.5 pH dependency of chemical shift  

 

It is well established that the pH-values are dependent on temperature changes in ectotherm 

(cold blooded) vertebrates such as teleost fish 61. The pituitary samples featured in this thesis 

are extracted at room temperature and stored at -80°C in freezer. The experiments were 

performed at 277 K.  

 

To adjust the chemical shifts of the analysed protons in the pituitary samples a Phosphate 

buffer solution was prepared as an internal standard. The phosphate buffer have pH 7,4, and 

the samples are assumed to have pH 7,4. By comparing the chemical shifts of the water 

signal in the buffer and the samples it is possible to determine if the pH in the samples have 

changed or remains at pH 7,4. If the samples start to decompose it is expected that the pH 

value decreases. The experiments on the Phosphate buffer were conducted under identical 

conditions as the pituitary samples (appendix 4.A.5). 

 

It is known that the pH dependence of the chemical shift of water is around 0,02 ppm per 

pH unit (nmrwiki.org 15.02.2019). A pH change even at one unit is not likely to occur for 

the investigated samples. Systems like a pituitary that contains fat, tissue and hormones 

have high chemical stability and are thus expected to maintain stable pH values. pH stability 

is an important property for function of biological systems.  
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3.3.6 Temperature dependency of chemical shift 

 

The chemical shift of the water protons depends on temperature more than pH. It has been 

proposed that equation 3.1 can be used as an internal standard of aqueous samples to 

calculate the chemical shift dependence of temperature, and is valid at pH 5,5.62 

 

𝛿(𝐻2𝑂) = 7,83 −
𝑇

96,9
     Eq. 3.1 

 

Where  is the chemical shift in ppm and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The samples 

investigated are operated under different temperature conditions during sample storing and 

preparation. However, during the NMR experiment, the temperature was 277K. Using 

equation 3.1 it is possible to predict the change in ppm of the water signal in the samples. 

The samples in the study are expected to have pH 7,4, which is almost 2 pH values from 

the valid pH given by the equation. It is expected that the chemical shift changes with 0,04 

ppm with pH. Table 3.4 shows the expected chemical shifts of the water protons with 

temperatures at 298 and 277 K with pH 5,5 and 7,5. 

 

Table 3.4: The table presents the expected chemical shifts of water protons dependent on 

temperature and pH using equation 3.1. The temperatures represented are 298K and 277K 

with pH values 5,5 and 7,5. 

 

Temperature [K] Chemical shift pH 5,5 [ppm] Chemical shift pH 7,5 [ppm] 

298 4,75 4,71 

277 4,97 4,93 

Change 0,22 0,22 

 

 

 

 

3.3.7 1D 1H NMR  

 

The 1H HR-MAS 1D data was acquired using the standard Bruker pulse program “zgcppr” 

at 277K. Based on previous qualitative 1H HR-MAS studies of metabolites in different 

tissues the method is expected to provide reasonable results 63, 64. The 1D experiments 
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contribute with the most detailed data featured in this thesis thus the method is fully 

optimized for the tissue samples extracted from farmed salmon. The parameters of the 

optimized sequence are presented in appendix 4.A.6, and MAS spinning rates at 4000 Hz 

are applied. The spinning rate reduces spectral broadening caused by bulk magnetic 

susceptibility and thus resolves the water spinning side band (SSB). In addition, the low 

spinning rates protect the tissue structures from MAS NMR centrifugal damage 65. The 1D 

sequence applied is a standard Bruker “zg cppr” pulse sequence with pre-saturation and 

composite pulses for selection 66. It provides a more complete saturation by compensating 

for inhomogeneities in the applied field using a series of 90° pulses as illustrated in figure 

3.8. The sequence yields a narrow residual water signal thus beneficial for all other 

molecules in the sample and molecules with chemical shift near the water resonance.  

 

 

Figure 3.8: A schematic drawing of the composite “zg cppr” presaturation pulse sequence 

developed to suppress water signal in NMR. d1 is the delay time, p19 is the power level for 

presaturation and p1 is the composite pulse length. The illustration is taken from the Bruker 

Topspin 3.0 User Manual 15.04.2019. 

 

 

3.3.8 Spin-Echo 

 

The Spin-Echo sequence is a method to determine transversal magnetization (T2) where 

inhomogeneity contribution is eliminated 67. This thesis features the 1D 1H experiment with 

T2 filter using the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill version of the sequence with presaturation 68. 

In the Carr-Purcell version the 90° excitation pulse is followed by a 180° pulse, as in the 

Hahn version the excitation pulse is followed by another 90° pulse. Figure 3.9 shows the 

complete pulse sequence and how each step in the sequence affects the spin system.  

d1

p19

presat

p1 p1 p1 p1 
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Figure 3.9. Schematic drawing of the Carr-Purcell spin-echo experiment based on that of 

Hahn. A) The complete spin-echo pulse sequence B) The FID and echo over time C) Vector 

diagram showing the stages of evolution of the spin system labeled a-h. The illustration is 

obtained from Horst Friebolin page 180 36. 

 

The spin system is initially in its equilibrium condition with the macroscopic magnetization 

at the z-axis as illustrated in figure3.9.C in diagram “a”. A 90° excitation pulse turns the 

magnetization along the y-axis, as illustrated in “b”. When the 90° pulse is turned off, the 

nuclei shown as A and B in diagram “c” are precessing after time  with different 

frequencies due to inhomogeneities in the magnetic field which leads to the nuclei 

dephasing. This is the T2´ effect. In the illustration nucleus A precesses with a higher 
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frequency than nucleus B. The rotation directions of the nuclei compared to the coordinate 

system rotating with the Larmor frequency are noted in diagram “c”. A 180° pulse follows 

which alternates the magnetization 180° into the y-plane as diagram “d” shows. After time 

 the nuclei are refocused along the y-axis and an echo with full intensity occurs as 

illustrated in diagram “e”. The echo with full intensity occurs due to reversal of the 

inhomogeneities the nuclei experience from B0. After another time  the new dephasing is 

inverted by a 180° pulse, and again after an additional time  a second echo occurs. The 

intensity of the second echo will be less than the first echo due to spin-spin relaxation. By 

repeating this sequence several times the reduction of the echo signals will provide a value 

of T2, as the T2´ is reversed with each refocus. 

 

The standard Bruker sequence for the spin-echo experiment with presaturation used is 

“cpmgpr1d” (figure 3.10). The sequence consists of a 90 excitation pulse followed by a 

loop of 180 pulses. Molecules with high molecular mass like hormones are rigid and 

therefore hold short T2 values, but the side groups of the hormone chains are more mobile 

and thus have a longer T2 value. By applying a T2 filter, the echo time is adjusted to be 

longer. This adjustment makes it possible for better detection of the mobile parts in the 

sample which is under examination. The broad signals from the rigid parts disappears 

because of the short T2 time leaving sharp signals from the mobile parts in the spectra. In 

addition to disregarding signals from the rigid parts of hormone molecules, the method 

excludes signals from other rigid molecules. 
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Figure 3.10: A schematic drawing of the “cpmgpr1d” pulse sequence. d1 is the delay time, 

p19 is the power level for presaturation, p1 is the 90 excited pulse length, p2 the 180 

pulse length, d20 is the fixed echo time and L4 is a loop. The illustration is taken from the 

Bruker Topspin 3.0 User Manual 15.04.2019. 

 

 

For application of the “cmpgpr1d” sequence different values of ns (number of transients), 

d20 and l4 are studied. d20 is the fixed echo time, and l4 is the denotation of a loop 

performed l4 times. ns is set to 512 scans during one experiment and to 261 scans in another 

experiment, while all other parameters are identical. The difference in number of transients 

does not reveal any evident changes in the resolution or quality of the spectrum information, 

but leads to a huge difference in experimental time. From 512 ns to 261 ns the number of 

scans are halved and the experimental time is reduced from 3,0 to 1,5 hours. Regulation of 

d20 and l4 values decide the echo time thus filter out molecules with short T2 values, an 

overview of the experimental parameters applied are presented in appendix 4.A.7. 

 

 

 

3.3.9 DQF- COSY 

 

1D experiments performed on large complex molecules like hormones are challenging to 

interpret due to the amount of information and overlapping resonances in the obtained 

spectra. The data can be simplified by introducing a third dimension to the experiment, and 

a 2D experiment provides more supplementary information to solve assignment problems. 

The 2D experiment featured in this work is homonuclear H,H correlated. 

p1 p2 p2 p2
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2D homonuclear H,H correlated NMR experiments yield spectrum in which both frequency 

dimensions are 1H chemical shifts, and the two axes are correlated with each other 36. The 

method, known as Correlated spectroscopy (COSY) is based on the pulse sequence 

illustrated in figure 3.11 where the first pulse angle is 90 and the second pulse angle after 

the time t1 usually is 90, 45 or 60. The first pulse excites the magnetization in to 

transverse magnetization. During the evolution time t1, which is varied in the COSY 

experiment, the magnetization components evolve chemical shift as a result of their 

different frequencies, and J-coupling. The following pulse mixes the magnetization 

components that belong to the same coupled system. The experiment provides information 

of 1H resonances that are connected via scalar coupling (through bond) i.e. the cross peaks 

show which pairs of protons are J- coupled. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: A schematic illustration of the pulse sequence of the 2D homonuclear H,H 

correlated NMR experiment COSY. The illustration is drawn from Horst Friebolin page 

263 36. 

 

However, COSY has the disadvantage of intense diagonal peaks because they are in-phase 

with the cross peaks and cover a large area of the two dimensional NMR spectrum 69. 

Consequently, cross peaks close to the diagonal can be difficult to detect. Double quantum 

filtered COSY (DQF-COSY) has the advantage of higher resolution and thus multiplet 

structure can be seen which allows proton-proton couplings to be measured. This is 

achieved by causing the diagonal peaks to be antiphase with the cross peaks. In addition 

there is a partial cancellation of the diagonal peaks in the DQF- COSY experiments70 and 

strong signals from e.g. solvents and singlets are eliminated. Double quantum filters are 

t1

90°x´ θx´

1H
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used to filter out single quantum magnetization and allow double magnetization. The pulse 

sequence consists of three pulses as illustrated in figure 3.12, and the parameters applied 

are presented in appendix 4.A.8. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: A schematic illustration of the “cosydfphpr” pulse sequence. The 2D 

homonuclear H,H correlated NMR experiment is phase sensitive with DQF and 

presaturation. D1 is delay time, p19 is the power level for presaturation and d0 is 

incremented delay. The illustration is taken from the Bruker Topspin 3.0 User Manual 

15.04.2019. 

 

The COSY spectrum of the twenty common amino acids are well established. By analysing 

the data of the 1D spectrum and compare it to the information retrieved from the 2D COSY 

experiment there is a chance for qualitative analysis of hormones in salmon pituitary.  
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4. Results 

 

All the 1H NMR spectra of the pituitary samples have the same general features (appendix 

3). An example of a spectrum of salmon pituitary is shown in figure 4.1. At 4,7 ppm the 

suppressed water signal is observed.57 There are several different components contributing 

to the NMR-signals, and some of the signals in the experimental spectra are overlapping. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: 1H NMR spectrum of a bred salmon pituitary (sample 7) at 277 K. The 

horizontal axis is set to parts per million (ppm) and the vertical axis represents the relative 

intensity (rel). 
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4.1 pH and temperature dependency of chemical shift 

 

4.1.1 pH 

 

It is necessary to monitor the temperature and pH as the chemical shifts of the signals 

depend on these factors. The spectra shown in figure 4.2.A display the water signal in the 

buffer and the pituitary sample (sample 12) acquired at identical conditions (277 K). It 

shows that the chemical shift of water is identical in both the buffer solution and the sample. 

Figure 4.2.B shows the same signals at 298 K. The buffer and sample signals do not occur 

at the same chemical shifts, but at at 4,60 and 4,61 ppm respectively. The buffer solution 

have pH 7,4. Table 4.1 shows the chemical shifts of water in the buffer of all the samples 

at 277 K. The difference between the chemical shifts of water within an experimental set is 

≤0,01 ppm, however, sample 3 shows a difference of 0,06 ppm. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: A) The 1H NMR spectrum of the water signal in buffer solution (blue) and a 

pituitary sample (sample 12)(red) at 277 K. The water signal is at 4,75 ppm in both spectra. 

B)  The 1H NMR spectrum of the water signal in buffer solution (blue) and a pituitary sample 

(sample 12)(red) at 298 K. The water signal in the buffer and the sample occurs almost at 

the same chemical shift; at 4,60 and 4,61 ppm respectively.   
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Table 4.1: The overview of the chemical shifts of water in the buffer solution and the 

samples at 277 K. 

Sample Water, Sample [ppm] Water, Buffer [ppm] 

2 4,72 4,73 

3 4,77 4,71 

4 4,72 4,72 

5 4,78 4,77 

6 4,75 4,75 

7 4,75 4,75 

8 4,72 4,72 

10 4,72 4,72 

11 4,69 4,68 

12 4,75 4,75 

Difference 0,09 0,09 

 

 

4.1.2 Temperature 

 

The main experiments in this thesis are all performed at 277 K. However, to monitor the 

temperature dependence of the chemical shift, proton experiments are performed at both 

277 and 298 K. This was only completed for one sample. The expected chemical shifts of 

the water signals are calculated from equation 3.1. Considering the experimental pH, the 

water signal at 298 and 277 K should appear at 4,71 and 4,93 ppm respectively. Figure 4.2 

shows the NMR spectra of the water signal in a pituitary sample (sample 12) at different 

temperatures. The chemical shifts are 4,61 and 4,75 ppm, at 298 and 277 K respectively. 

There is a temperature dependent change in the chemical shift of 0,14 ppm. Figure 4.3 

shows the 1H NMR spectrum of a pituitary sample (sample 12) at 277 and 298 K with 

presaturation. The 1H NMR spectra reveal that the chemical shift of the water protons 

change with temperature, but the other signals do not change.  
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Figure 4.3: The 1H NMR spectrum of a pituitary sample (sample 12) with water suppression 

at 277K (blue) and 298K (red). The proton signals from water have different chemical shifts 

depending on the temperature, but the other signals do not change.   

 

4.2 T2 filter 

 

The salmon pituitary contains other compounds than the studied hormones 42. To remove 

signals from large immobile molecules and to improve the spectral resolution, a T2 filter is 

applied. The 1D proton spectrum of a pituitary (sample 7) with and without applied T2 filter 

is shown in figure 4.4. The chemical shift area from 3,0 to 4,2 ppm is shown in figure 4.5. 

The signals are noticeably decreased in intensity and some signals have disappeared. The 

signal around 1,2 ppm in figure 4.4 shows significant reduction of the broad signal when 

the T2 filter is applied, and the broad signal around 2,5 ppm seem to have totally 

disappeared. Signals from rigid molecules like membrane lipids, membrane proteins and 

receptors are filtered out of the spectra, leaving the sharper peaks that originate from the 

mobile intracellular material. 
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Figure 4.4: A 1H NMR spectrum of a pituitary sample (sample 7) with (blue) and without 

(red) applied T2 filter. The disappeared signal between 2-3 ppm and the reduced signals 

around 1 ppm are marked with circles. 
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Figure 4.5: The 1H NMR spectrum showing the chemical shift area of 3,0 to 4,2 ppm 

(sample 7). The lower spectrum is with, and the upper spectrum is without applied T2 filter. 

In the lower spectra, the reduced signals are marked with circles. 

 

 

4.3 Quantification of the water signal 

 

The spectra of double distilled water samples acquired for quantification purposes show 

water peaks with undesirable shapes (figure 4.6) This might indicate that the samples are 

contaminated, and that the sample preparation was unsuccessful. Thus, these spectra can 

not be used for volume quantification. However, the volume percentage of water in each 

sample can still be found within a spectra. By integrating the water peak of the spectrum 

with no presaturation, and then integrating over all the peaks in the spectrum, the proton 

fraction is known. When the sample weight is known, this can further be used to calculate 

the amount of water in the sample. Table 4.2 shows the sample weight and the percentage 

of the water signal.  
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Figure 4.6: 1D 1H-NMR spectra of the three double distilled water samples. The signals 

are broad with an undesirable form. 
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Table 4.2: The weight of the pituitary samples and the amount of water in the samples in 

percent and gram. 

Sample Weight [g] Water [%] Water [g] 

2 0,07830 94,4 0,07391 

3 0,07381 90,9 0,06710 

4 0,07415 90,8 0,06733 

5 0,06132 93,2 0,05715 

6 0,05926 93,4 0,05535 

7 0,06536 92,8 0,06065 

8 0,06064 93,7 0,05682 

10 0,04296 92,8 0,03986 

11 0,02487 93,5 0,02325 

12 0,06112 92,6 0,05660 
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4.4 Signal interpretation 

 

The spectra show a multitude of signals (figure 4.1), and have the same general features. 

However, there are signals that varies from sample to sample. Table 4.3 shows an overview 

of the signals with additional sample information. Samples 1-6 were extracted the 17th of 

December 2017, and samples 7-12 were extracted the 5th of December 2018, noted batch 1 

and 2. 

 

Table 4.3: An overview of the pituitary samples with information about the sexes of the fish, 

the weight of the samples and 1H NMR signal differences.  

Sample Batch Sex Weight [g] Singlet at 2,0 ppm Triplet at 0,9 ppm 

2 1 M 0,07830  X 

3 1 M 0,07381 X  

4 1 F 0,07415 X  

5 1 F 0,06132 X  

6 1 F 0,05926 X  

7 2 F 0,06536  X 

8 2 F 0,06064   

10 2 M 0,04296  X 

11 2 M 0,02487 X  

12 2 M 0,06112 X  

 

 

Depending on the sample there are two major differences observed in the spectra, a triplet 

at 0,9 ppm and a singlet at 2,0 ppm. The samples 1, 2, 7 and 10 show the presence of a 

triplet around 0,9 ppm, and samples 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 and 12 show a signal at 2,0 ppm. Sample 

8 does not yield either signals, and sample 9 yields improper signals and is not further 

discussed. Figure 4.7 shows the singlet observed in the spectrum of sample 4, the triplet of 

sample 7 and the spectrum of sample 8 with no uncommon signals relative to the other 

samples. 
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Figure 4.7: The 1H NMR spectrum of the pituitary samples 4 (blue), 7 (red) and 8 (green). 

Sample 4 shows a singlet at 2,0 ppm and sample 7 shows a triplet at 0,9 ppm (marked with 

circles).  

 

 

4.4.1 The Methyl signal at 0,9 ppm 

 

The triplet signal at 0,9 ppm has the chemical shift characteristic of a methyl signal. Figure 

4.8 depicts the COSY spectrum of sample 7 and this spectrum is used to identify protons 

that are coupled to the methyl signal. Figure 4.9 shows an overview of the four proton 

environments coupled to the triplet in sample 7. Table 4.4 shows an overview of the 

samples containing the triplet signal, and their chemical shifts.  
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Figure 4.8: The H,H-COSY spectrum of sample 7, showing the couplings from the methyl 

triplet to other proton signals in the spectra.  

 

Figure 4.9: The chemical shifts of the cross peaks to the triplet at 0,9 ppm in sample 7.  

 

 

Triplet 

0,9 ppm

2,15 ppm 3,38 ppm 5,84 ppm 7,11 ppm
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Table 4.4: An overview of the samples containing a triplet signal, and the chemical shifts 

of the triplet and the signals that are making cross peaks with it. 

Sample Triplet at 0,9 

[ppm] 

Coupling 1 

[ppm] 

Coupling 2 

[ppm] 

Coupling 3 

[ppm] 

Coupling 4 

[ppm] 

2 0,98 2,15 3,49 6,12 7,29 

7 0,99 2,15 3,38 5,84 7,11 

10 0,99 2,24 3,49 5,91 7,17 

 

 

The triplet is making cross peaks to four signals, that make further cross peaks with other 

resonances. Figure 4.10 depicts a COSY spectrum of the correlating signals of the triplet 

at 0,9 ppm (sample 7). An overview of further couplings are shown in figure 4.11. The 

COSY spectrum shows that the signal intensities are stronger above the diagonal than under. 

This occurs in all the COSY spectra. This might explain why the cross peak between 3,43 

and 2,17 ppm under the diagonal is missing (figure 4.10). The cross peaks at 5,84 and 7,11 

ppm show no further cross peaks. 
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Figure 4.10: The H,H-COSY spectrum of sample 7. The coupled signals are marked with 

dotted lines, and the chemical shifts are noted at the diagonal.  

 

 

Figure 4.11: An overview of signals that makes cross peaks with the triplet at 0,9 ppm. The 

resonances at 5,84 and 7,11 ppm have no further couplings.  
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4.4.2 The Singlet at 2,0 ppm 

 

The spectra of samples 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 and 12 show a singlet with high intensity at 2,0 ppm 

(figure 4.12). The chemical shifts of the signal in the samples are listed in table 4.5. To 

determine the signal´s origin, COSY spectra are acquired. Figure 4.13 depicts the COSY 

spectrum of sample 4. The singlet at 2,0 ppm in the COSY spectrum shows reduced 

intensity compared to the 1D spectra. This is not unexpected since COSY yields J-couplings 

and since the signal is a singlet, the protons are equivalent and not coupled to other signals. 

There is no cross peaks at 2,0 ppm as expected due to the DQF-COSY which eliminates 

signals with no couplings. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12:The 1H NMR spectrum of sample 4. The spectrum shows a singlet at 2,0 ppm. 

The horizontal axis is in ppm and the vertical axis is the relative intensity (rel).  
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Figure 4.13: The H,H-COSY spectrum of sample 4. No cross peaks are shown at 2,0 ppm. 

 

Table 4.5: The chemical shifts of the singlet in the different samples. 

Sample Singlet [ppm] 

3 2,09 

4 2,03 

5 2,07 

6 2,02 

11 2,01 

12 2,03 
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4.4.3 The doublets at 1,13 and 1,27 ppm 

 

There are two doublets, at 1,13 and 1,27 ppm. Figure 4.14 depicts the T2 filtered 1D 

spectrum of sample 7 with the two doublets. All spectra show these two doublets, however 

the chemical shifts are not identical. The chemical shifts are listed in table 4.6 where the 

doublets are denoted I and II depending on increasing chemical shift value. The change in 

the chemical shifts of all samples are 0,07 and 0,06 ppm of doublet I and II respectively. 

The COSY spectrum of sample 7 is depicted in figure 4.15. The doublet at 1,13 ppm is 

coupled to the two signals at 3,93 and 4,10 ppm. Further, the signal at 3,93 ppm is coupled 

to a resonance at 2,15 ppm. The second doublet at 1,27 ppm is coupled to a signal at 1,70 

ppm and at 3,58. Further, these signals are coupled with each other as marked in red dotted 

lines in figure 4.15. Figure 4.16 shows an overview of the coupled signals. The chemical 

shifts of the coupling signals of all the samples are shown in table 4.6.  

 

 

Figure 4.14: The T2 filtered 1D spectrum of sample 7 showing the two doublets at 1,13 and 

1,27 ppm. 

I II 
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Figure 4.15: The H,H-COSY NMR spectrum of sample 7 showing the cross peaks coupled 

to the two doublets.  
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Figure 4.16: An overview of the cross peaks to the two doublets and further cross peaks in 

the COSY spectrum of sample 7. 

 

 

Table 4.6: The table shows the chemical shifts of the two doublets and their cross peaks in 

all samples. The resonances in yellow corresponds to the highest and lowest occurring 

chemical shift value of each signal. 

 
Sample Doublet I 

[ppm] 

Cross 

peak 1 

Additional 

cross peak 

Cross 

peak 2 

Doublet II 

[ppm] 

Cross 

peak 1 

Cross 

peak 2 

2 1,14 3,95 2,05 4,10 1,29 1,71 3,60 

3 1,18 3,98 2,20 4,11 1,32 1,75 3,63 

4 1,13 3,93 2,14 4,07 1,28 1,70 3,58 

5 1,17 3,97 2,20 4,11 1,32 1,73 3,63 

6 1,13 3,93 2,00 4,06 1,27 1,70 3,58 

7 1,13 3,93 2,15 4,06 1,27 1,70 3,58 

8 1,14 3,94 2,17 4,08 1,29 1,71 3,59 

10 1,14 3,94 2,17 4,07 1,28 1,71 3,59 

11 1,11 3,91 2,13 4,05 1,26 1,69 3,56 

12 1,14 3,95 2,15 4,07 1,28 1,71 3,58 

Change 

[ppm] 

0,07 0,07 0,20 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,07 

 

 

COSY

Doublet

1,13 ppm

3,93 ppm 4,10 ppm

Doublet 
1,27 ppm

1,70 ppm
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4.4.4 Additional Resonances 

 

There are signals with chemical shifts lower than 3,0 ppm in all the spectra. Figure 4.17 

depicts all these signals from samples 4, 7 and 8, and they clearly feature resembling signals. 

Three of these signals at 0,79, 1,52 and 2,82 ppm are coupled in the COSY spectrum as 

shown in figure 4.18. The signal at 1,52 ppm is also coupled to the resonance at 3,54 ppm. 

The figure also depicts two other signals with chemical shifts at 1,88 and 2,16 ppm. These 

are correlated to each other in addition to three other signals at 3,46, 3,55 and 4,13 ppm. 

The resonance at 2,16 ppm is also coupled to a signal at 3,94 ppm. Finally the two signals 

at 2,61 and 3,71 ppm are coupled, but the signal at 2.61 ppm is indistinct in the 1D NMR 

spectra. Figure 4.19 shows an overview of the coupled signals. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17: The T2 filtered 1D spectrum of sample 4 (blue), 7 (red) and 8 (green)  between 

0 and 3,0 ppm. 
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Figure 4.18: The COSY spectrum of sample 7 showing the cross peaks between the signals 

at 0,79, 1,52, 2,82 and 3,54 ppm (red). The correlations between signals at 1,88, 2,18, 3,46, 

3,55, 3,94 and 4,13 ppm (black) are also included in the spectra. Lastly there is a 

correlation between the two signals at 2,61 and 3,71 ppm (orange). All the couplings are 

marked with dotted lines. 
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Figure 4.19: An overview of the remaining coupled signals below 5,0 ppm in the COSY 

spectrum (sample 7). 

 

 

Figure 4.20 shows the spectrum of sample 7 with the resonances between 3,0 and 8,0 ppm. 

There are many overlapping resonances between 3,0 and 4,0 ppm and are thus hard to 

interpret. There are a few resonances between 6,0 and 8,0 ppm with low intensities. This 

area is typical for double carbon-carbon bonds and aromatic compounds. Figure 4.21 

depicts the COSY spectrum of the resonances between 3,0 and 8,0 ppm (sample 7). The 

couplings are marked with red dotted lines. 
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Figure:4.20: The 1D proton NMR spectrum of sample 7. The spectrum shows the 

resonances between 3,0 and 8,0 ppm. The signals from this chemical shift area are typical 

for double carbon-carbon bonds and aromatic compounds.  
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Figure 4.21: The H,H-COSY spectrum of sample 7 between 3,0 and 8,0 ppm. The couplings 

are marked with red dotted lines.  
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5. Discussion 
 

The samples investigated were handled with care throughout the project, and they were 

stored at -80C. The exceptions are samples 1-6 that were stored at -50C in six months due 

to a broken freezer. Nothing in the spectra indicates that the different storing have 

influenced the samples (appendix 3) Thus it is assumed that all samples are stored under 

conditions which leads to no or equal loss of pituitary components.  

 

 

5.1 pH and temperature dependency of chemical shift 

 

5.1.1 pH 

 

The spectra shown in figure 4.2. display the water signal from the buffer and the pituitary 

sample (sample 12) acquired at 277 (A) and 298 K (B). The chemical shifts listed in table 

4.1 show that there is little to no difference in the chemical shift of the water signal in the 

buffer and samples per set of experiments. The exception is sample 3, the chemical shift of 

water change with ≤0,01 ppm. This indicates that there is no difference in pH between the 

samples and the buffer, thus the samples have pH 7,4. The lack of chemical shift change 

also indicates that no considerable degradation of the sample has occurred. The storing 

conditions, the use of argon gas during sample preparation and the low experimental 

temperature did not change the pH. However, table 4.1 reveals differences in the chemical 

shift of water between samples, as much as up to 0,09 ppm. The experiments were 

performed on the samples in numerical order, and there is no trend in the chemical shifts 

change. It is assumed that the differences are not due to changes in the temperature because 

the instrumental temperature control is optimal. Presumably, the differences are not due to 

degradation since the buffer and samples´ chemical shifts match within each experiment, 

and the buffer is assumed to be stable. It is therefore assumed that the differences are not 

due to changes in the pH. However, the differences could be due to naturally occurring drift 

of the magnetic field. The field was calibrated in advance of every set of experiments, and 

the chemical shift reference was adjusted with one decimal. The lack of a more precise 

chemical shift reference can explain the differences in the chemical shifts. 
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5.1.2 Temperature 

 

According to equation 3.1 and the pH, the water signal at 298 and 277 K should appear at 

4,71 and 4,93 ppm respectively. The change in the chemical shift between the two 

temperatures should be 0,22 ppm. The 1H NMR spectra in figure 4.2 show the water signal 

in a pituitary sample (sample 12) at different temperatures. The chemical shifts are at 4,61 

and 4,75 ppm, at 298 and 277 K respectively. The change in the chemical shift is 0,14 ppm 

between the temperatures. The chemical shifts of water is 0,1 and 0,18 ppm off the 

theoretical values at 298 and 277 K respectively. The difference between the theoretical and 

experimental chemical shift values can be due to small magnetic interactions that differ in 

the samples. The magnetic field is calibrated in advance of every set of experiment, 

therefore it is assumed that the chemical shifts in the samples are accurate. However, the 

magnetic field was not adjusted during the 24 hours one experiment set requires, since it is 

assumed that the field drift is neglible during the experimental time. Figure 4.3 reveals that 

it is only the chemical shift of water that changes with temperature, leaving all other signals 

unchanged. The resonances in the spectra can be processed without a chemical shift 

adjustment. 

 

 

5.2 T2 filter 

 

Figure 4.4 and 4.5 depicts spectra with and without applied T2 filter. The intensity of the 

signals are noticeably reduced in the filtered experiment, and some signals disappear. The 

reduction of the broad signals in the spectra confirms that the applied T2 filter was effective. 

The resolution was improved with the applied filter, but there was no new signals revealed 

in the areas with initially broad signals, after applied T2 filter. Nonetheless, the experiment 

resulted in signals appearing from intramolecular mobile molecules like the amino acid side 

groups.   
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5.3 Quantification of the water signal  

 

The spectra show water resonances with undesirable shapes (figure 4.6), which indicate 

that the samples are contaminated, and can not be used for quantification. However, the 

volume percentage of water in each sample can be found within a spectra. By integrating 

the water peak of the spectrum with no presaturation, and integrating over all the peaks in 

the spectrum the proton fraction is shown. Table 4.2 shows the integrated fraction of the 

water in each sample. All the samples have more than 90% water, leaving less than 10% of 

other proton containing molecules in the samples. The similarity indicates that the samples 

are all from identical tissue. The samples in this study have low proton content (table 4.2), 

and with only 10 % of the protons are from hormones this yields low concentrations of the 

samples. This is not preferable for a method where the signal intensity is relative to the 

sample content. However, if the spectra only contain signals from water and hormones it is 

possible to analyse it using presaturation of water.  

 

 

5.4 Signal interpretation 

 

Sample 1 is not taken into account in the analysis because it has been differently treated. 

However, it has been used for optimizing the method. The result of sample 9 is not used in 

the analysis as the 1D spectrum yielded broad and improper results.  

 

Since the pituitary extraction from the fish was performed in a period with no dominating 

hormone activity it is assumed that the concentration of hormones are similar (according to 

information given by Geir-Lasse Taranger at HI). However, the distribution of amino acids 

in the different hormones differ, and there are higher concentrations of some amino acids 

(appendix 2). Assuming that the hormone distribution is similar, it is expected to be highest 

concentrations of the amino acids Leucine (Leu) and Serine (Ser). 

 

To interpret the spectra, the chemical shifts of the 20 common amino acids that are present 

in the hormones need to be assigned. Experimental proton NMR spectra of the different 

amino acids are collected from two different databases: The Human Metabolome Database 

(HMDB) and The Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank (BMRB), where the obtained 

spectra are acquired at 298 K with pH 7,4. An example of the expected signals in both 1D 
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and 2D 1H NMR spectra are shown for the amino acid Isoleucine (Ile). Figure 5.1 depicts 

the chemical structure of Ile and the chemical shifts of the different proton environments in 

the side chain of the molecule (in ppm). The expected 1D 1H NMR spectrum of Ile is 

presented in figure 5.2, and the H,H-COSY spectrum in figure 5.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: The molecular structure of the amino acid Isoleucine (Ile). The letters assigned 

to the chemical shift values describe the shape of the signal; singlet (s), doublet (d), quartet 

(q) or multiplet (m). The red arrows in the figure shows which protons that are J-coupled. 

The figure is drawn with adjustments from figure at Wikipedia.org 12.03.2019.  
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Figure 5.2: The experimental 1D 1H NMR spectrum of the amino acid Isoleucine (Ile) 

referenced to 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS) collected from BMRB. 
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Figure 5.3: The H,H-COSY spectrum of Isoleucine (Ile) showing which protons are J-

coupled in the side chain of the molecule. 

 

 

The spectra of all the samples show similar features with the exception of the observation 

of a singlet at 2,0 ppm or a triplet at 0,9 ppm. The two signals do not occur simultaneously, 

but all the samples contain one of the two signals, except sample 8. The samples are taken 

from mature fish. Further, length, weight, sex of the fish and all other information 

concerning the fish were provided from The Institute of Marine Research at Matre. There 

is no trend that separates the signals dependent on the sex or size of the fish. Thus, it is 

impossible to know why these two signals appear only in some of the spectra. With more 

detailed background information about the fish, it would be possible to get a better analysis. 

 

 

5.4.1 The Methyl signal at 0,9 ppm 

 

 

The samples 1, 2, 7 and 10 show the presence of a triplet at 0,9 ppm in the 1D NMR spectra 

(figure 4.7). The signal has a chemical shift value characteristic for a methyl signal. Alanine 

(Ala), Isoleucine (Ile), Leucine (Leu), Valine (Val), Threonine (Thr) and Methionine (Met) 

are all amino acids with a methyl group on their side chain. However, only Ile, Leu and Val 

yield methyl signal in the same chemical shift area as the observed triplet (Figure 5.2 and 
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5.4), and the signal can appear from these amino acids. The methyl signal from the amino 

acid Leu is a triplet, Val yields a doublet and Ile yields both a doublet an a triplet in the 

same chemical shift area. The observed triplet does not state that there is only Ile or Leu 

present, the resonances from the doublets might overlap in the triplet signal.  

 

 

Figure 5.4: The 1H NMR spectra of Leucine (Leu) (left) and Valine (Val) (right) referenced 

to DSS taken from the Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 

 

To accompany the 1D NMR spectra, a 2D COSY spectrum of every sample was aquired. 

The triplet shows four cross peaks in the COSY spectrum (figure 4.8). However, it is 

important to remember that the COSY spectra were not acquired with T2 filter. The coupling 

to the signal at 2.15 ppm indicates that the amino acid Val is present in the sample. If the 

signal at 2.15 ppm originates from Val it is supposed to be coupled further with the signal 

at 3,5 and 1,03 ppm. From figure 4.10 it is shown that the signal at 2,15 ppm is coupled to 

a resonance at 3,38 ppm. The coupling pattern partly supports the presence of Val. The 

expected couplings to the triplet of Ile and Leu are not observed in the COSY NMR spectra. 
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These couplings can still be present, but due to short relaxation times the couplings can be 

broad and concealed by noise, and therefore not visible. 

 

The signal at 3,38 ppm is the broadest and most intense cross peak to the triplet. There are 

probably several couplings present here, but it is hard to define the different signals because 

of overlapping resonances. A signal around 3,5 ppm is typically observed in all spectra of 

the three amino acids: Leu, Ile and Val. However, this signal will not make a cross peak 

with the methyl signal. The methyl and alpha protons in the three amino acids are separated 

with more than 3 bond lengths. All of the 20 common amino acids have signals in this area. 

 

The two cross peaks with chemical shift at 5,84 and 7,11 ppm are not typical for any of the 

three amino acids, nor other common amino acids. The signals around 5,84 ppm are often 

from carbon-carbon double bonds, and the signals around 7,11 ppm are aromatic, and the 

appearance of these signals are not unambiguous. The signals only appear under the 

diagonal and are not observed above. It is likely that these signals in fact are noise. 

 

The signal at 0,9 ppm is characteristic for a methyl-group in the three amino acids as 

mentioned above, and there might be a sufficient quantity of them in the samples of the 

pituitary. If the signal originates from these amino acids they are expected to be visible in 

all spectra. Especially based on the amount of these amino acids that are present in the 

pituitaries. However, there are also glycoproteins present in the samples. These molecules 

are rigid and signals from glycoproteins are not expected to appear in the spectra when T2 

filter is applied. However, small chains in glycoproteins might be more mobile and cause 

signals in the spectra. Signals from sugars and molecules that are mobile might be visible 

in the COSY spectra since the T2 filter is not applied in the COSY experiment. In addition, 

the triplet has the chemical shift as the end-methyl groups in fatty acids 24. This can also be 

visible in the COSY spectra with no applied T2 filter. 

 

It is assumed that the triplet signal can originate from the amino acids as all the samples are 

expected to contain Ile, Val and Leu, however, the resonance can also originate from sugars 

or fat. 
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5.4.2 The singlet at 2,0 ppm 

 

The samples 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 and 12 have a distinct singlet signal with high intensity at 2,0 

ppm as shown in the 1D NMR spectrum (figure 4.12). None of the common 20 amino acids 

yield a singlet at this chemical shift. There are amino acids that give signals at this chemical 

shift, but these are doublets and multiplets. The position and intensity of the signal is 

characteristic for the brain metabolite N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) 71 (figure 5.5). This is the 

metabolite of highest concentration present in the brain, but is not supposed to occur in 

healthy pituitaries. However, the pituitary gland is directly connected to the brain, and it is 

possible that some brain tissue has polluted the pituitary sample. The samples have been 

extracted from the fish mechanically and might contain impurities. Not all the samples yield 

spectra with the intense signal described, and there are no observed trends in the spectra 

about the appearance of the singlet. The distribution of the signal indicates that its 

appearance is random, and this might support that the sample is contaminated with brain 

tissue, and if so, the characteristic singlet at 2,0 ppm occurs from NAA. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: The 1H NMR spectrum of N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) taken from the Biological 

Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 

[ppm] 
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5.4.3 The doublets at 1.13 and 1,27 ppm  

 
All the samples in this study yield spectra with two distinct doublets. The two doublets have 

chemical shifts at 1,13 and 1,27 ppm as shown in figure 4.14. The doublet at 1,13 ppm can 

originate from a methyl group. This can support the presence of Valine with methyl signals 

at both 0,99 and 1,03 ppm (BMRB) figure 5.4. However, the couplings between the 

resonances at 1,13 and 2,26 does not appear in the COSY spectra. The expected couplings 

of Val is illustrated in figure 5.6. There could be Val present in the samples if the coupling 

is broad and concealed by noise.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: An illustration of how the H,H-COSY spectrum of Valine (Val) is with chemical 

shifts in ppm. The couplings found in the samples is marked with a check sign, and the 

missing coupling is marked with an X. 

 

 

The methyl group in Threonine (Thr) contributes to a doublet at 1,31 ppm (BMRB) figure 

5.7. If small changes in the chemical shift is considered, the doublet at 1,27 ppm can 

originate from Thr. The amino acid also yields signals at 3,58 and 4,24 ppm. The 

experimental spectra have signals around 3,58 and at 4,14 ppm. Regarding the 1D spectra, 

it can be assumed that Thr is present in the samples. Figure 4.15 illustrates how the 

doublet´s resonances are coupled. The doublet at 1,27 ppm is coupled to a signal at 1,74 
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ppm and another signal at 3,64 ppm. The two signals at 1,74 and 3,64 ppm are also coupled. 

None of the detected couplings match the expected couplings for Thr.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: The 1H NMR spectrum of Threonine (Thr) referenced to DSS taken from the 

Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 
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However, the cross peak between 1,27 and 3,58 ppm can appear from the amino acid 

Alanine (Ala)(figure 5.8). The resonances of Ala at the same experimental conditions are 

1,47 and 3.77 ppm (BMRB) and the signals are J-coupled. Figure 4.15 shows how the 

signals are coupled to an additional signal at 1,70 ppm that do not correspond to the presence 

of Ala. The coupling from a corresponding proton might cause overlapping, or the signals 

do not originate from Ala. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: The 1H NMR spectrum of Alanine (Ala) referenced to DSS taken from the 

Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 

 

Figure 4.15 also depicts how the doublet at 1,13 ppm is coupled to two other signals at 3,93 

and 4,10 ppm. None of the common 20 amino acids contributes to these signals or couplings 

and their appearance are not conclusive. 

 

The doublet at 1,27 ppm can be recognizable as lactate, this molecule yields a doublet at 

1,32 and a quartet at 4,10 ppm (BMRB) (figure 5.9). Lactate is a brain metabolite that 

[ppm] 
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stimulates the pituitary and is produced at the connection between the brain and the pituitary 

gland. The metabolite is not supposed to be found in healthy pituitaries, but it is not unlikely 

that some brain tissue is present in the pituitary sample. However, the couplings that are 

observed in figure 4.15 do not support that Lactate is present in the samples.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: The 1H NMR spectrum of Lactate referenced to DSS taken from the Biological 

Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[ppm] 
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5.4.4 Additional Resonances 

 

Figure 4.17 depicts the signals with chemical shifts lower than 3,0 ppm which shows 

similar features for all the samples. Figure 4.18 depicts the H,H-COSY spectrum of 

chemical shifts between 0 and 4,2 ppm (sample 7). The three signals at 0,79, 1,52 and 2,82  

ppm correlate in the COSY spectra, and the signal at 1,52 ppm is also coupled to a resonance 

at 3,54 ppm (figure 4.18). The signal at 0,79 ppm is broad and none of the common 20 

amino acids yield signal in this area: its origination is unknown. However, there are amino 

acids with signals around 1,52 and 2,82 ppm. 

 

The amino acid Alanine (Ala) yields only two signals in proton NMR; at 1,47 and 3,77 ppm 

(BMRB). The possibility that the resonance at 1,27 ppm is the methyl doublet from Ala is 

mentioned earlier, further the resonance at 1,52 ppm might also correspond to the presence 

of Ala. In addition, the signals at 1,52 and 3,54 ppm are coupled as expected for Ala. 

However, the shape of the signal at 1,52 ppm does not correspond to the expected doublet 

of the methyl group. The two signals correlates with two additional resonances in the COSY 

spectrum at 0,79 and 2,82 ppm. This observation do not correspond to the presence of Ala, 

although these correlations could appear from other molecules with similar chemical shifts. 

 

Lysine (Lys) yields signals at 1,47, 1,72, 1,89, 3,0 and 3,75 ppm (BMRB) (figure 5.10). In 

the 1D NMR spectrum of healthy fish pituitary, signals are observed around 1,52, 1,71, 

1,88, 3,0 and, 3,74 ppm. However, the COSY spectrum only shows one out of four expected 

cross peaks that indicate the presence of Lys, which is between the resonances at 1,88 and 

3,55 ppm. 
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Figure 5.10: The 1H NMR spectrum of Lysine (Lys) referenced to DSS taken from the 

Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 
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Aspartic Acid (Asp) yields signal at 2,66, 2,80 and 3,88 ppm (BMRB) (figure 5.11). There 

are signals at 2,82 and 3,71 ppm which are coupled in the 1D spectra of the pituitary 

samples. A resonance at 2,61 ppm is visible in the COSY spectrum (figure 4.18). However, 

the rest of the expected couplings of Asp are not observed in the COSY spectra, 

furthermore, the shapes of the signals are not at all corresponding to the expected spectrum 

of Asp. 

  

 

 

Figure 5.11: The 1H NMR spectrum of Aspartic Acid (Asp) referenced to DSS taken from 

the Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 
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Asparagine (Asn) is the last amino acid with signals resembling the observed signals in the 

spectrum below 3,0 ppm. The amino acid have signals at 2,84, 2,94 and 4,0 ppm (BMRB) 

(figure 5.12). In the 1D spectra signals at 2,8 and 4,0 ppm are observed, but these are not 

correlated in the COSY spectrum, and indicates that Asn is not present in the sample. In 

addition, the shapes of the signals are different from the expected spectra of Asn. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: The 1H NMR spectrum of Asparagine (Asn) referenced to DSS taken from the 

Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 depicts all the signals with chemical shifts between 3,0 and 8,0 ppm. There are 

many overlapping signals between 3,0 and 4,0 ppm making the interpretation of the 
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spectrum difficult. The cross peaks between signals from this area are shown in the COSY 

spectrum (figure 4.21). 

 

The amino acid Cysteine (Cys) yields only two signals which are correlated, the resonances 

are at 3,04 and 3,95 ppm (BMRB) (figure 5.13). The pituitary spectra yield signals at 3,08 

and 3,91 ppm, but it is difficult to see if they are correlated in the COSY spectra due to 

overlapping signals. The signals might originate from Cys. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13: The 1H NMR spectrum of Cysteine (Cys) referenced to DSS taken from the 

Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 

 

 

There are three signals with resonances between 6,0 and 8,0 ppm observed in the COSY 

spectra, and two of them are correlated as seen in figure 4.21. The signals in the pituitary 

samples are at 6,73, 7,02 and 7,15 ppm. Tyrosine (Tyr) is an aromatic amino acid with 
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resonances at 3,06, 3,20, 3,94, 6,89 and 7,19 (BMRB) (figure 5.14). The two signals at 6,73 

and 7,02 ppm are correlated which might correspond to Tyr, but the signals are also coupled 

to resonances at 3,27 ppm. In addition, the signal at 3,08 ppm are coupled with the signal 

at 3,91 which matches the coupling pattern of Tyr. The expected couplings of Tyr is 

illustrated in figure 5.15. Even though some signals are missing, the observed signals might 

originate due to the presence of Tyr. 

 

 

Figure 5.14: The 1H NMR spectrum of Tyrosine (Tyr) referenced to DSS taken from the 

Biological Metabolite Resonance bank (BMRB). 
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Figure 5.15: The H,H-COSY spectrum of Tyrosine (Tyr) showing which proton 

environments are J-coupled in the side chain of the molecule. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

The signals in the spectra of healthy salmon pituitaries in this study are assumed to originate 

from amino acids. The study lead to three main findings.  

The triplet at 0,9 ppm is assumed to originate from a methyl group. All the hormones in the 

pituitary gland contain several methyl groups at the chemical shift of the observed triplet, 

presumably from the amino acids Ile, Leu and Val. Val is the amino acid which is proven 

to be present, however the methyl signal is only present in the spectra of some samples. The 

lack of the methyl signal in these spectra could be due to low concentrations of the hormones 

making it difficult to detect. The doublets at 1,13 and 1,27 ppm are also considered due to 

the presence of methyl groups. Val might be present, confirmed by the presence of a doublet 

at 1,13 ppm. The amino acid Ala can also be considered proven by specific coupling in the 

2D COSY spectra. The methyl signal in Ala is assumed to be overlapping with methyl 

signals from other  amino acids. In addition, the 1D NMR spectra show the methyl and 

other signals specific for the amino acid Thr.  

Further, several other signals in the 1D and 2D NMR spectra were attempted to be assigned, 

and the amino acids Lys and Cys are also assumed present in the samples.  

Another finding is a high intensity singlet at 2,0 ppm appearing in six of the spectra. This 

signal is characteristic for the brain metabolite NAA, and is assumed present in the samples 

as a contamination. The contamination appears due to the mechanical extraction of the 

pituitary from the fish.  

 

The attempt to distinguish hormones from each other in healthy salmon pituitaries using 

HR-MAS NMR was challenging. However, the results from this pilot can be used to design 

a study where all the salmons are comparable considering maturity, breeding conditions and 

genetic background. In addition, the samples should be collected from the fish at another 

time in their life cycle with higher hormone activity.  
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8. Appendix 
8.1 Appendix 1 

 
 

 

Figure A.1: An overview of the 20 common amino acids. The figure is taken from 

compoundchem.com 29.04.2019. 
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8.2 Appendix 2 

Table A.1: The different pituitary hormones consist of a number of amino acids, which are 

presented in this table.44-52   

ACTH GH PRL FSH 𝜷 LH 𝜷 TSH 𝜷 FSH/LH/TSH 𝜶 sGnRH MSH 𝜶  MSH 𝜷 

S M M M M M S M G D 

Y G A Y L E L E Y G 

S Q R C G L I G S S 

M V R T L S L K M Y 

E F S H H V S G E R 

H L Q L N A I R H M 

F L G K G M L V F G 

R M T T T C L L R H 

W P K L L G Y V W F 

G V L Q I L M Q G R 

K L H L S L A L K W 

P L L V L C D L P G 

M V A V S L S M V S 

G S V M L L Y L  P 

R C C A C F Q A  T 

K F L T I S N C  A 

R L V L L Q S V  I 

R S V W L A D L   

P Q S V E V M E   

I G C T P P T V   

K A H P V M N S   

V A A V E C V L   

Y M I R G V G C   

P E G A S P C Q   

N N L G L T E H   

S Q S T M D E W   

F R D D Q Y C S   

E L L C P T K Y   

D F M R C L L G   

E N E Y Q Y K W   

S I R G P E E L   

V A A C I E N P   

E V S R N R K G   

N N Q L Q R V G   

M R R N T E F K   

G V S N V C S R   

P Q D M S D N S   

E H K T L F P V   

L L L I E C G G   
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 H H T K V A E   

 L S V E A P V   

 M L E G I V E   

 A S R C N Y A   

 Q T E P T Q T   

 K L D T T C F   

 M S C C I T R   

 F T H L C G M   

 N K G V M C M   

 D D S I G C D   

 F L I Q F F S   

 E D T T C S G   

 G S I P Y R D   

 T H T I S A A   

 L F T C R Y V   

 L P C S D P L   

 P P A G S T S   

 D M G H N P I   

 E G L C M L P   

 R R C I K Q M   

 R V E T E S D   

 Q M T K L K S   

 L M T E A K P   

 N P D P G A M   

 K R L V P M E   

 I P N F R L R   

 F S Y R F V L   

 L M Q S L P S   

 L C S P I K P   

 D H T F Q N I   

 F T W T R I H   

 C S L V G T I   

 N S P Y C S V   

 S L R Q T E S   

 D Q S H Y A E   

 S T Q V D T V   

 I P G C Q C D   

 V K V T V C A   

 S D C Y E V E   

 P K N R Y A G   

 I E F D R K L   

 D Q K V T E P   

 K A E R V G L   

 L L W Y I E K   

 E K S E L R E   

 T V Y M P V Q   
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 Q S E I G V R   

 K E K R C D F   

 S N V L P N P   

 S E Y P L I N   

 V L L D H K R   

 L I E C A L R   

 K S G P N T G   

 L L C P P N R   

 L A P W L H D   

 H R S V F T    

 I S G D T E    

 S L V P Y C    

 F L D H P W    

 R L P V V C    

 L A F T A N    

 I W F Y L T    

 E N I P S C    

 S D P V C Y    

 W P V A H H    

 E L A L C H    

 Y L K S G K    

 P L S C T S    

 S L C D C     

 Q S D C N     

 T S C S T     

 L E I L D     

 T A K C S     

 I P C N D     

 S T K M E     

 N L T D C     

 S P D T A     

 L H N S H     

 M P T D K     

 V S D T A     

 R N C I S     

 N G D E S     

 S D R I G     

 N I I L D     

 Q S S S G     

 I S M P A     

 S K A D R     

 E I C F C     

 K R P C S     

 L E S I K     

 S L C T P     

 D Q I Q L     
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 L D V R R     

 K Y N V H     

 V S P L I     

 G K L T Y     

 I S E D H     

 N L M G T     

 L G  D L     

 L D  M A     

 I G  W      

 K L        

 G D        

 S I        

 Q M        

 D V        

 G N        

 V K        

 L M        

 S G        

 L P        

 D S        

 D S        

 N Q        

 D Y        

 S I        

 Q S        

 Q S        

 L I        

 P P        

 P F        

 Y K        

 G G        

 N G        

 Y D        

 Y L        

 Q G        

 N N        

 L D        

 G K        

 G T        

 D S        

 G R        

 N L        

 V I        

 R N        

 R F        

 N H        
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 Y F        

 E L        

 L M        

 L S        

 A C        

 C F        

 F R        

 K R        

 K D        

 D S        

 M H        

 H K        

 K I        

 V D        

 E S        

 T F        

 Y L        

 L K        

 T V        

 V L        

 A R        

 K C        

 C R        

 R A        

 K T        

 S M        

 L R        

 E P        

 A E        

 N T        

 C C        

 T         

 L         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A.2: The amino acids in codes and letters 
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Code Letter Code Letter Code Letter 

Ala A Asp D Asn N 

Gly G Glu E Gln Q 

Ile I Arg R   

Leu L His H   

Pro P Lys K   

Val V Ser S   

Phe F Thr T   

Trp W Cys C   

Tyr Y Met M   
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8.3 Appendix 3 

 
Figure A.2: The 1D proton spectra of healthy salmon pituitaries. Samples 10, 11 and 12 are 

presented.  

 

 
Figure A.3: The 1D proton spectra of healthy salmon pituitaries. Samples 6, 7 and 8 are 

presented.  
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Figure A.4: The 1D proton spectra of healthy salmon pituitaries. Samples 2, 3, 4 and 5 are 

presented.  
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8.4 Appendix 4 
 

Table A.3: An overview of the parameters used in the 13C experiment of a pituitary on a 

500MHz magnet. d1 is measured in seconds, the pulse width p1 is measured in micro 

seconds and the experimental time is measured in hours. 

Pulse prog. Temp. [K] d1 [s] p1 [s] ns Spin [Hz] Exp.time [h] 

hpdec 277 5 3,9 44000 2500 62,37 

 

 

Table A.4: An overview of the parameters used in the 1H “onepulse” experiments to detect 

water signal in the pituitaries. The temperature is measured in kelvin, d1 is measured in 

seconds and the pulse width p1 is measured in micro seconds 

Pulse prog. Temp. [K] d1 [s] p1 [s] ns Spin [Hz] 

onepulse 277 5 2,5 8 4000 

 

 

Table A.5: An overview of the parameters used for all the experiments of water. The 

temperature is measured in kelvin, d1 is measured in seconds and the pulse width p1 is 

measured in micro seconds. 

Sample Puls.prog. Temp. [K] d1[s] p1 [s] Spin [Hz] Rg 

Distilled water onepulse 277 5 2,5 0 8 

Pituitary onepulse 277 5 2,5 4000 8 

 

 

 

Table A.6: An overview of the parameters used in the 1H 1D “zgcppr” experiment 

performed on the pituitaries with a 500MHz magnet. The temperature is measured in kelvin, 

d1 is measured in seconds, the pulse width p1 is measured in micro seconds and the p19 is 

measured in decibel.  

Puls.prog. Temp. [K] d1 [s] p1[s] p19 [dB] Spin [Hz] ns Time [h] 

zgcppr 277 10 2,5 30 4000 512 1,5 
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Table A.7: An overview of the parameters used to adjust the echo value in the 

“cmpgpr1d” pulse sequence. The temperature is measured in kelvin, d1 is measured in 

seconds, the pulse width p1 is measured in micro seconds and the p19 is measured in 

decibel. 

Puls.prog. Temp. 

[K] 

d1 

[s]  

p1 

[s]  

 p2 

[s] 

d20 

[ms] 

L4 Spin 

[Hz] 

ns Echo time 

[ms] 

cpmgpr1d 277 10 2,5  5 2 20 4000 261 88 

 

 

 

Table A.8: An overview of the parameters used to adjust the echo value in the 

“cosydfphpr” pulse sequence. The temperature is measured in kelvin, d1 is measured 

in seconds, the pulse width p1 is measured in micro seconds and the p19 is measured 

in decibel. 

Puls.prog. Temp. [K] d1 [s]  p1 [s]  d0 [s] Spin [Hz] ns 

cpmgpr1d 277 2 3,5 95,5 4000 128 
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